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The time frame of the brain AVM formation

Masaki Komiyama

The authors of Choroid plexus AVM with anomalous
origin of the capsulothalamic artery: a case report
believe the time frame of arteriovenous malformation
(AVM) formation is in early gestation,1 a belief which
is shared by the author of this letter. In other words, a
primordial, abnormal vascular structure caused by
developmental failure of the embryos in the
40–80 mm length interval (approximately 10–14 weeks
of gestation) persists during the entire gestational and
the postnatal periods, and then becomes symptomatic.2

In the letter, the time frame of developmental failure is
described at the 30 mm interval. To my knowledge,
however, there has been no proof of developmental
failure of the cerebral vasculature for the pathogenesis
of brain AVM at this stage, and a later event may be
more likely.

Although there are rare exceptional forms of brain
AVMs, such as vein of Galen aneurysmal malforma-
tions and dural sinus malformations with arteriovenous
shunts in the neonatal period, the above idea (congeni-
tal formation of brain AVMs) is not necessarily true
because recent recognition of late presentation of
brain AVMs suggests a postnatal formation of most
of brain AVMs.3,4 This is supported by the evidence
of extremely low incidence of brain AVMs in patients
younger than 6 years, rarest of all in neonatal and
infantile periods.5 De novo formation of brain AVMs
reported in the literature also supports the idea of post-
natal formation of the AVMs.6,7 Furthermore, the rare
presentation of brain AVMs in the neonatal and/or
infantile periods does not support the idea that brain
AVMs are formed in early gestation, suggesting rather
that they could be formed in late gestational period
sufficiently after the initial normal development of the
brain vasculature (approximately 8 weeks of gestation).
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